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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ALITERTISEMENTS
MEET US AT VALENTINE'S
THE REXALL STORES
TWO STORES
634 Wabash Sth and Wabash
A "SQUARE DEAL"
for everybody is the "Spalding Policy."
We guarantee each buyer of an article
bearing the Spalding Trade-Mark that
such article will give satisfaction and
a reasonable amount of service.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
(Send for our Catalogue)
136 No. Pennsylvania Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
For a FIRST-CLASS HAIR CUT go to SUITS PRESSED, 25 CENTS
•n• ITEINT 1 Iits,OINT9
BARBER SHOP
635 TIPPECANOE STREET
SEE CHESLEIGH GRAY, ROSE '13
ABOUT SOFT WATER LAUNDRY
BOTH PHONES 329
STARRETT'S MACHNIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 140
JO M. 1:3IQW4001) ISC
(Established 1877)
jeewel_er.. aria Clptieisari 647 WABASH AVENUE [ERR HAUTE, NDIANA
UP-TO-DATE—Special attention given to Fi 
E 
ne Watch and Jewelry Repairing. Eyes
Tested FREE and Satisfaction Guaranteed by Registered Optician.
J. M. BIGWO OD & SON
_
YERS IROS.
The HOME of TOTALLY DIFFERENT
and BETTER CLOTHES
C. E. REESE, '13, Rep.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC ADVERTISEMENTS
De Swope=MN
Jewelry Co.
524 Wabash Avenue
Headquarters for
6rabitating
CLASS PINS :: SEALS :: FOBS
WATCH BRACELETS :: COIN HOLDERS
VANITY PUFF BOXES :: ELECTRIC
CIGAR LIGHTERS
SOUVENIR Spoons and Plates, Field Day Medals
and Cups, Foot Ball Spoons.
MR. ARTHUR NEHF
of tlw Junior Class will attend to special orders
Casey & Murphy
TAILOR :: HATTERS
HABERDASHERS
SHIRT MAKERS
Everything the best Money can Buy
&MIR'S PHARMACY
Terre Haute Trust Building
Seventh and Wabash Avenue
Agency 'HUYLER'S"
CELEBRATED NEW YORK CANDIES
Value Giving
That's the "basis" of
WALK-OVER SUCCESS
Value in style, in quality, in workmanship, in
everything that makes good shoes; the things
you pay your money for.
We are thoroughly sincere in our belief— and
we have seen nothing to shake it—
That every basis of comparison proves WALK-
OVER SHOES infinitely superior to most
shoes sold at the same prices.
Walk-Over Boot Shop
651 WABASH AVENUE
LET  BILL CODY 
 
Hat You
Everything that's New in Soft and
Stiff Hats for Spring Wear
They have a $5.00 look, a $3.00 Qual-
ity and are $2.00 always
St( )re :: 715 WThash Avenue
MAX FRANK
"The Sole Saver"
Goodyear Welt Shoe Repairing System.
We call for your Shoes and deliver them
to you promptly.
29 NORTH SIXTH ST. Both Phones 1993
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING_ WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP. IA
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The Largest Tailoring Establishment
in the City
SUITS MADE TO YOUR MEASURE FROM
$13.50 to $60.00
Ed. Sparks
813 WABASH AVENUE
Dyeing Cleaning :: Pressing
Polytechnic Pharmacy
University Note Books, Cigars, Cigarets
and Tobaccos
PIPES
CANDIES—Mewhinney's, Rex and Lowneys.
Don't forget to ask to see the ROSE POLY SEALS
on Rings, Tie Clips, Pins, Fobs, Spoons, etc.
J. F. BRUNNER, 13th & Locust Sts.
GREAT NORTHERN CAFE
Opposite Big Four Station
Poly Headquarters for Meals at All Hours SMITH & WILLIAMS
805
Pythian Building ArtlititY XI. Flood INDIANAPOLISINDIANA
Leo 9 CP
PATENT ATTORNEY
COUNSEL IN ALL MAT TERS PERTAINING TO
United States and Foreign Patents, Designs, Trade Marks and Labels
COLLEGE
PENNANTS, PILLOWS
and BANNERS
The most complete and up-to-date line in
the city
Drawing Instruments and Supplies
The R. F. Marley Co.
647 WABASH AVENUE
J. VERNON BREWER'S
Great Northerfl Barber Shop
For a first-class Hair Cut, Shave or
Massage
Suits Hand-pressed 25c. Steam Cleaning
and Dyeing
AGENCY COLUMBIAN LAUNDRY.
TONICS AND SHAVING TOILETS.
671 TIPPACANOE ST. Opp. Big 4 Station.
OU will find everything to complete your Wardrobe. Hart-Schaffner & Marx
Good Clothes, Manhattan Shirts, Emerson and Stetson Shoes, Underwear and
Hats. Our assortment is larger in all of these lines. You will is$
have no trouble in making a selection. Suits made to order from to$30
Tune Bros. •••• Fifth and Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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J
UST as we go to press there comes the sad
news of the sudden death of the rifother,
of Chesleigh Gray, 1913, at her home at She!-
burn, Ind. The entire student body will join
us, we are sure, in expressing our heartfelt
sympathy to. Mr. Gray.
 000 
THE Alumni Article this month is by CarlB. Andrews, '08. Its subject has been
treated lately in Leslie's Weekly, and is one
of international importance. Pearl Harbor,
where the accident described took place, is said
to be the finest natural naval base in the world.
The whole American Navy could anchor in it
comfortably.
THE leading article this month is by Mr. H.E. Murphy, who was formerly a resident
of this city. While his subject, the Keokuk de-
velopment, has been pretty thoroughly written
up in the various engineering journals, this ar-
ticle differs from the usual papers in that it is
on the electrical end of the plant rather than
the construction end. There were two wiring
diagrams that were to have been published with
this write-up, but space limitations compelled
us to omit them. The description is so clear,
however, that they are not really needed.
 
000----
WE are printing elsewhere in this issuesome pictures showing the desolation
wrought in Terre Haute and vicinity by the re-
cent tornado and flood. These are not printed
as a matter _of news, for most of us have read
and seen more than we care to in connection
with these, events. They will serve, however, to
give the Iikuderitig a permanent record of the
. .
Z,Aamage, done, f.,0 that when in after years they
have joined the ranks of the "Oldest Inhabit-
v nts" and begin to talk knowingly of the hor-
rible floods of 1913, they will have something
to back their claims.
 
000 
THOSE of us who were unfortunate enoughto live in the tornado and flood districts
in this city were not the only ones seriously af-
fected by those calamities. It is with great re-
gret that we learn that the father of Ralph E.
Price, '15, lost his life in the flood at Piqua,
Ohio, and that the family of the Weaver broth-
ers suffered heavy property loss and serious
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illness at Miamisburg. To all of these, the
Technic Staff, and the entire student body,
wish to express their deepest sympathy. While
all of these men have left school temporarily, it
is believed that they will be able to return
shortly.
 000 
AT the joint meeting of the Senior Classand the Rose Tech Club of Terre Haute,
held recently at the Heminway House, it was
found necessary to use candles for light, ,as the
gas meter refused to work. Dr. Mees made this
the occasion for a talk concerning the fact that
it was the cost of high living rather than the
high cost of living that was causing people and
politicians so much trouble nowadays. He also
said that the fact that we used only candles that
night for light proved that we could do without
a great many of the so-called necessities of life
if we Only had to. Viewed in the light of recent
events, these utterances seem almost prophetic.
Terre Haute was without electricity for one
night and we had no gas for several days, and
at that we were better off than many thousands
in Indiana and Ohio. The writer ate several
meals cooked on an oil heating stove about eight
inches in diameter, and most of the other peo-
ple in town were compelled to use similar make-
shifts. However, we are all of us still getting
along, and have a good deal more sympathy with
the philosophy of Riley, when he says:
"It ain't no use to grumble and complain;
It's jest as cheap and easy to rejoice.
When God sorts out the weather and sends
rain,
W'y, rain's my choice."
TAYLOR VILLE.
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THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT
AT KEOKUK, IOWA
By H. E. MURPHY.
THE mammoth generating station of theMississippi River Power Company is
located on the Mississippi River, at the foot of
the Des Moines Rapids. This point is about
one mile north of the point where the states of
Illinois, Iowa and Missouri meet.
The plant will develop on the shafts of its
water wheels over 300,000 horse power and the
combined rating of the generating units of
which there will be thirty, is over 231,000 kilo-
watts.
The work consists of a dam across the Miss-
issippi between Hamilton, Illinois and Keokuk,
Iowa, joining on the Iowa side with the power
house, between which and the Iowa shore a lock
and dry dock are constructed.
The dam is 4,649 feet long, or .88 of a mile.
It is composed of 119 similar spans and an
abutment at each end. It is 53 feet high, 42
!feet wide at the base, and. 29 feet wide at the
top, and is anchored to the solid rock bottom of
the river by means of a slot having been cut
several feet deep in the solid river bottom
throughout its entire length. The 119 spans
are each in the form of an arch which is 30 feet
wide, the arches being supported on piers which
are 6 feet thick, making a distance from the
center of one arch to the next adjacent one of
36 feet. In each span is a spillway 32 feet high.
The up-stream side of this spillway is vertical
and the down-stream side is an ogee curve. Above
each spillway is a steel gate 11 feet high. These
gates are. operated • by a specially designed
travelling crane which runs on a track provided
on the top of the dam. The dam is of the grav-
ity type, and was built in steel forms which were
filled by a large cantilever travelling crane to
which the buckets of concrete were delivered by
trains running on the top of the dam, the mix-
ing plant being at the Illinois end of the struc-
ture.
The power house is set parallel with the river
with the forebay between it and the Iowa side,
and is 1,718 feet long, 132 feet 10 inches wide
and 177 feet high.
The substructure is of massive coucrete and
extends 70 feet below the generator room floor.
The superstructure is of reinforced concrete
with trussed roofs and is 107 feet from genera-
tor room floor to the top of roof. The build-
irig is arranged to contain 30 main generating
units and four auxiliary units. The main units
are 9,000 K.V.A. capacity each and the auxi-
liaries are 2,000 K.V.A. each. Half of the sta-
tion is nearly completed and the other half will
be completed later while the first half is in
operation.
The turbines are of Francis type, specially
designed for service. Each unit is composed of
only one runner, the diameter being 16 feet 2
inches. Each runner has twenty buckets. The
turbines will operate at 57.7 revolutions per
minute and show an efficiency of 85 per cent.
The normal rating is 10,000 H.P. at 32 feet
head, the actual head varying from 29 to 40
feet with the stages of the river. Each turbine
is set in a concrete scroll chamber which has four
intakes from the foreba,y, each protected by a
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CENTER SECTION- MAIN TURBINE
ON
TRANSVERSE AXIS POWER HOUSE
Fig. 1—Cross section of main turbine showing the mechanism above the wheel in the pit liner, thescroll chamber around the wheel, the guide vanes, and the beginning of the draft tube.•
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screen and equipped with a gate, the closing of
which permits entrance to the wheel. These
four intakes and the scroll chamber are so ar-
ranged that water is delivered to the wheel at
all points with equal velocity, thus eliminating
all side thrust on the bearings. Immediately
below the turbine the draft tube is circular and
has a diameter of 18 feet. From. this point it
extends downward constantly increasing in size
and curving until at the point where it dis-
charges into the tail race it is of oblong shape,
22 feet 8 inches vertical diameter and 40 feet 2
inches horizontal diameter, having turned in its
course a complete right angle. The tube is so
designed as to deliver the water to the tail race
at a low velocity. Fig. 1 shows a cross section
through the turbine and also shows in part the
draft tube and scroll chamber. Fig. 2 shows a
plan view of the four intakes and the scroll
chamber. The weight of the revolving parts of
a unit is 550,000 pounds which is all carried on
one step bearing. The diameter of the shaft is
25 inches. The step bearing is normally of the
well known type of discs running with an oil
film between them, but it is equipped with rol-
lers which in case of failure of the pressure oil-
ing system will carry the weight of the rotating
elements for two hours without damage. This
roller bearing comes into action automatically
upon failure of the high pressure oiling system,
the rollers being of such diameter that when the
film of oil is holding up the upper face sof the
bearing from the lower one, the upper face does
not touch the roller, but when the film of oil
ceases the upper face will settle down upon the
rollers and not on the lower stationary face of
the bearing.
The generators are vertical shaft units rated
at 9,000 K.V.A. 11,000 Volts, 25 cycle, 3-phase.
They have a full load efficiency of 96.3 per
cent., and a regulation of 13 per cent. at unity
power factor. These units are of unusual phy-
sical size on account of their slow speed, each
generator weighing 614,000 pounds. The ex-
ternal diameter of the armature is
30 feet 9 inches. On account of
the extreme size of these machines it was
found desirable to provide some means for ob-
taining the internal temperature, thermal coils
were therefore imbedded in the winding of each
machine at several joints providing a conven-
ient method for measuring the temperature.
Each generator is provided with a pneuma-
tic brake which operates against the lower face
Fig. 2—A diagram of the route by which the water
reaches the turbine, showing the four intakes con-
verging into the scroll chamber arodnd the wheel,
all of such shape as to deliver the impulse of the
water upon every point of the wheel circumfer-
ence with equal velocity. The guide vanes are also
shown in this picture.
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of the rotating member to facilitate the opera-
tion of shutting down the machine.
The excitation system used in this installation
is rather unusual, and provides a flexibility such
as is impossible by any other system. The
auxiliary units spoken of previously have a
rating of 2,000 K.V.A. at 460 volts, 25 cycle
and supply current to a three-phase bus run-
ning the entire length of the generator room.
Each alternator has a separate exciter in the
volts through a 600 K.V.A. transformer direct-
ly from the main 11,000 volt buses, and each
exciter set is equipped with a double throw
switching arrangement to make possible the
selecting of either bus as the occasion may re-
quire. The excitation current for a main
generator is, when the machine is operating at
9,000 K.V.A., 11,000 volts, .8 P. F. lagging 85
K. W. at 250 volts. The voltage of each main
generator is controlled by a Tirrill regulator
Fig. 3—Section of West High tension room, fourth floor, showing K-15, 110,000 volt oil switches, dis-
connecting switches, and 110,000 volt bus.
shape of a 100 K. W. motor generator set lo-
cated near the generator on a gallery 8 feet
above the floor of the generator room; these
exciter sets are supplied with current from the
3-phase, 460 volt bus and generate exciting
current at 250 volts. In addition to the bus
supplied by the auxiliary generators there is
installed for each group of generators or sec-
tion, another bus which is supplied with 440
operating upon the field of the exciter for each
unit.
From the generators the current is carried to
a short selector bus for each unit which makes
possible the switching of a generator to either
of the two main 11,000 volt buses, one of these
buses runs the entire length of the building
with no arrangement for sectionalizing while
the other is equipped with section switches and
THE ROSE
current limiting reactances between each group
of generators. Switching arrangements are
provided for connecting the ends of the two
buses through current limiting reactances thus
forming a ring system. Each group of genera-
tors supplies power for one line, but in ordi-
nary operation the bus sections will all be
paralleled through the reactances, which in case
of short circuit on any line will limit the amount
of current which may flow from the adjoining
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have both opened, automatically operate a re-
lay oprating on the Tirrill regulators which re-
duce the voltage on the generators supplying the
short circuited section, thus reducing the cur-
rent flowing into the short circuit to a low value,
where it may be safely opened.
The high tension or 110,000 volt buses are
also in duplicate, one being arranged in such
manner that the sections which correspond to
the sec ions of the 11,000 volt bus may be con-
Or. 
* 
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Fig. 4—A view in the main switchboard room showing bench and instrument boards and battery
board.
sections to a low value. Each of the main
transformers is also arranged in the same man-
ner as the generators allowing connection to
either bus.
All 11,000 volt switches are of the H 6 type
and ' are non-automatic with the exception of
the section switches which are arranged to dis-
connect any short circuited section from the
remainder of the bus, these switches when they
nected together, the other is permanently sec-
tionalized and is to be used as an emergncy
and transfer bus. This scheme of connection
provides a very flexible switching arrangement
and also serves to protect the system from trou-
ble, which may arise due to short circuits,
surges, and other disturbances.
The scheme of wiring is very interesting on
account of its simplicity. All apparatus is lo-
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cated in logical sequence, thus eliminating to a
great extent duplication of wiring. From the
generators, the current is carried by three
single conductor 600,000 C. M. varnished
cambric insulated cables, to the selector bus, in-
strument transformers being provided imme-
diately ahead of the point of connection to the
bus. These transformers, selector bus and al-
so the main buses are enclosed in concrete corn-
tor buses and the main buses. From the se-
lector bus for the transformers three 600,000
C. M. cables similar to those from the genera-
tors carry the current to the transformers,
which are located on the same grade as the ex-
citers and in the same bay, but are separated
from the generator room and the exciter bay by
a concrete wall, the transformer rooms opening
into the gate room. Each of the main trans-
Fig. 5—View of high tension line structure on roof showing roof entrance bushings for both line andlightning arresters, horn gaps, rotary disconnecting switch for line and the Iowa end of the spar4
across the Mississippi.
partments. The bus room is located on the sec-
ond floor of the building and is between the
generator room and gate room. The low ten-
sion switching equipment is located on the floor
above the bus room and consists of H 6 switches
mounted in concrete compartments and equipped
with sub-cell disconnecting switches, the ter-
minals of which extend through the floor, to
which bar connections are made from the selec-
formers is 3 phase, 25 cycle, 11,000 to 110,000
volts, with a rating of 9,000 K.V.A. They are
connected delta on the low tension side and "Y"
on the high, the neutral point being connected
to a bus which extends the length of a section,
this bus is dead grounded through a series
transformer no resistance being introduced, the
transformers occupy a floor space of about 8
by 16 feet and stand 24 feet high to the top
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of the high tension bushings. Each trans-
former weighs 231,000 pounds and contains
about 10,000 gallons of oil. They are mounted
on trucks which may be rolled out into the gate
room where they may be lifted by a traveling
crane. The 110,000 volt wiring from the trans-
formers is carried through a shaft which ex-
tends up through the bus and switch rooms and
turns into the gate room near the ceiling, then
up into the high tension bus and switch room,
this wiring is ordinary 1 1-4 inch standard
wrought iron pipe and is carried on post insula-
tors; at the top of this pipe a tee connection is
made to a similar pipe which connects the trans-
former to the top terminals of disconnecting
switches; this cross pipe forms the selector bus.
From the disconnecting switches connection is
made to K-15 type, triple pole solenoid operated
oil switches and from these switches to the
buses. The high tension buses are installed in
separate rooms running the entire length of
the building. They consist of 2 inch standard
iron pipe and are supported from the ceiling
beams on seven unit suspension insulators. The
bus spacing is 6 feet center to center, and a
clearance of 3 ft. 6 in. is maintained from the
ground. No barriers of any kind are used.
The line connections to the bus are of 1 1-4
inch copper pipe and are identical in arrange-
ment to the connections from the transformers
except that they run to series transformers, lo-
cated on the same grade as the switches and in
the space which is occupied by the shaft in the
ease of the main transformer connections and
then directly up and through roof bushings.
The roof bushings were specially designed for a
high factor of safety, giving a factor of three
under rain test and four when dry. From the
roof bushings, the lines are carried on a steel
structure built on the roof through choke coils
to an air break disconnecting switch which has
a spacing between phases of 24 ft. and arms
which are 12 ft. long. These switches are of
the rotary type, the arc being broken by horns.
Taps are taken off between the choke coils and
the disconnecting switch for the lightning ar-
resters. These arresters are of the aluminum
cell type and are located inside the building on
the same grade as the high tension switches and
enclosed in concrete compartments. The horn
gaps are located on the roof and are operated
from the floor of the arrester compartment.
Entrance to the arresters is made through roof
bushings, similar to those which serve as out-
lets for the lines. These arresters will take
care of all high voltage conditions occuring on
the high tension system, and all outgoing 11,-
000 volt lines are also operated by aluminum
cell arresters, as are also the 11,000 volt buses,
to take care of internal surges of any sort.
Control of the entire station is had from a
switchboard room located on the top floor at
the center of the ultimate building. The
switchboard is of the remote control type and
is a bench board with an upright board behind
it, a passageway 3 feet wide being provided be-
tween the two. The vertical board is used to
mount all instruments and the bench is the con-
trol board, and is equipped with a mimic bus
system to assist the operator in selecting the
proper switch. The switchboard is divided in-
to sections corresponding to the bus sections
and is arranged in the shape of a letter "L"
for the present station, which when the ultimate
equipment is installed, will take the shape of a
"U." In the center of this "U" is located the
load dispatchers board and desk. The board
is formed to the arc of a circle with a 21 ft.
radius and contains a mimic bus arrangement
which shows by means of lights the position of
every switch in the station, and also curve
drawing voltmeters and ammeters connected to
each outgoing line. This board is so arranged
that when the load dispatcher is sitting at his
desk he may look directly over the mimic board
at the main switchboard. The load dispatcher's
desk is a specially designed desk and telephone
switchboard from which he has control of all
telephone lines which are used in connection
with the operation of the entire system. The
number of these lines will ultimately be 140 and
is at present 70. A complete testing equip-
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ment for the telephone system is also built into
this desk, which makes possible the testing of
any line without leaving the dekk. An ar-
rangement such as this gives the load dispatcher
absolute control over the entire system at all
times.
A complete signalling system is provided by
means of which.visual signals may be transmitted
to or from .any generator and the switchboard
room. This system is electrically operated and
of all operations which may be kept on file for
reference at any time.
In a plant of this size the station auxiliaries
are of extreme importance and considerable time
has been devoted to the design of these auxi-
liaries.
The lighting system naturally suggests it-
self as one of the most important. Lighting is
by tungsten lamps entirely, no arc lamps being
used. These lamps are in general equipped
Fig. 6—General view of works, showing power house, dam, locks and dry, dock.
is very similar to that used on board ships be-
tween the pilot house and the engine room, but
much more elaborate, as this system automa-
tically records the signal sent, together with the
time, and the answer and the time at which the
answer was given. This system is to enable the
switchboard attendant to intelligently direct the
attendants on the generator room floor, whom
he cannot see, and serves also to make a record
with steel reflectors, some of which were
§pecially designed for this service, but in some
cases it was found that bare lamps gave better
results than when equipped with reflectors,
while in other cases glass reflectors were neces-
sary. Current for the lighting system is sup-
plied through three 25 K.V.A. transformers
from the 11,000 volt bus or through three 75
K.V.A. transformers from the 440 volt bus
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which is supplied by the auxiliary alternators.
This arrangement allows the operation of the
lighting system in case of a total shut-down of
all the 11,000 volt generators, and as a special
precaution against total shut-down of all
generating apparatus, approximately one-third
of the lights throughout the station so arranged
that they will furnish enough light to enable the
attendants to get about readily, are connected
so that in case of emergency arising from either
Fig. 7—View of power house from West side.
over or under voltage on the alternating current
system they will be automatically connected to
a storage battery of sufficient size to operate
them for nearly an hour, and when normal
operation is again secured on the alternating
current system they are automatically switched
back again. The .lighting system is of the
Edison three-wire system, the voltage being
250-125 volts. Special precautions were taken
to provide extremely good illumination at all
points and especially in the generator room and
switchboard room.
On account of the large quantity of oil
necessary for switches, transformers, etc., a
complete oil system was provided, including
storage tanks, filters, dryers, pumps and piping
to carry the oil to the apparatus. Storage tanks
and piping are arranged in such manner that
oil which has been discharged from any piece of
apparatus cannot be returned to the apparatus
through the pipes through which it was dis-
charged, and cannot be returned without first
being filtered and dried. Quick acting valves
are provided for each main transformer, to be
operated from the generator room, by which
their oil may be emptied into the tanks or into
piping leading into the tail race.
The water system is very elaborate, there be-
ing three complete systems, one for transformer
cooling which is supplied by duplicate pumps,
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one for house service and one for fire protec-
tion. Toilet and locker rooms are provided at
points in the building where they will be con-
venient to the operators. A vacuum cleaning
system, a compressed air system, and a com-
plete steam heating system have been provided.
Power for driving the station auxiliaries may
be furnished either by the auxiliary alterna-
tors or through a 600 K.V.A. 11,000-460 three-
phase transformers from the 11,000 volt bus.
Cranes have been provided for the handling of
the apparatus in the screen room and in the
generator room, there being two cranes in each
room, those in the generator room having a
capacity of 150 tons each and those in the
screen or gate room a capacity of 75 tons each.
These cranes will handle the apparatus from
its permanent location to and from the machine
shop. A freight elevator is provided at the
north end of the building of sufficient capacity
Fig. 8—View of dam, showing completed spillways, this view was taken after water had been ad-
mitted to cofferdam, around the power house.
This power is distributed from a main power
board located at the center of the building on
grade 535.00 and from an auxiliary power
board located on grade 535.00 at the north end
of the building.
At the north end of the building a machine
shop has been provided which is equipped with
machines which will make possible the repair-
ing of any piece of apparatus in the station.
to handle the apparatus which is installed on
the upper floors, and an industrial track of
three-foot gauge is installed on the high tension
bus room floors to facilitate the handling of
apparatus to and from the freight elevator.
Ample storage space has been provided for spare
parts of apparatus and for apparatus which is
awaiting repairs. A push button passenger ele-
vator is installed at the south end of the build-
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ing, at which end, on the top floor offices for
the operating force have been provided.
Transmission to St. Louis, a distance of 143
miles, is over a two -circuit steel tower line
operated at 110,000 volts. The towers are 80
feet high and the normal span is 800 feet. The
power cables are 300,000 C. M. copper and
are carried three on each side of the tower with
a spacing of 10 feet between wires. A ground
wire consisting of a 5-8 inch steel cable is car-
ried at the apex of the tower. Standard tow-
ers have a base spread of 20 feet, they weigh 6,-
640 pounds and are designed to withstand the
breaking of two cables on one side of the tow-
er. Dead end towers are located at an average
spacing of one mile. These towers are of heav-
ier construction than the standard towers, hav-
ing a base spread of 24 feet, and weighing 10,-
200 pounds. These towers are designed to
withstand the strain imposed by the breaking
of all seven wires. All towers are galvanized.
The insulators are 10 in. discs in strings of
seven discs. Wherever special strains occur
several strings are used in multiple with suitable
yokes and clamps.
There are three river crossings on this line
across the Mississippi River and one across the
Missouri River, the Missouri River span being
the longest, it being 3,200 ft. Special towers
and cables are required for these crossings. The
cables are of high tension steel (mechanical
term) and have an outer covering of copper,
the steel has an ultimate strength of about 240,-
000 pounds per square inch. The Missouri
River span is carried from a 220 ft. tower on
one side of the river to a 180 ft. tower on the
other, a minimum stream clearance of 60 ft.
being maintained. The conductors are spaced
20 ft. centers and are carried in a horizontal
plane, one circuit and two ground wires are car-
ried on each river tower. Telephone wires are
carried across the river by insulators hung on
the ground wires.
Local distribution from the main power
house is at a potential of 11,000 volts.
CENTER AND LINDEN STREETS
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THE WRECK OF THE CONTRACTOR'S PLANT AT
THE PEARL HARBOR DRY DOCK, HAWAII
By CARL B. ANDREWS, '08.
ON the afternoon of Monday, the 17th ofFebruary, 1913, there occurred an un-
usual wreck at the location of the dry dock now
under construction at Pearl Harbor, Oahu,
Hawaii Territory.
The dry dock was planned as a concrete
structure, and the plans as originally made, may
be found in Engineering News of Dec. 9, 1909.
It was at first planned to be about 600 feet long
and 140 feet wide, but successive changes altered
its length to approximately 800 feet, and then
to approximately 1,000 feet.
The history of the construction thus far has
been -discouraging. The first step in the work
was the dredging of the slip in which the dock
was to be built. This work was completed by
the Hawaiian Dredging Company without acci-
dent. The contract for the construction of the
dock had been let to the San Francisco Bridge
Company, which firm commenced work as soon
as the dredging was completed.
The excavated slip was divided into sections
200 feet long, and of a uniform width of about
200 feet, and in 1910, sheet piling, consisting
of 12x12 in. timbers, was driven around Section
1, which was farthest inland. Concrete of about
1 :3 :6 mix, (the exact proportions of the in-
gredients were specified by the engineers of the
Navy Department) was deposited under water
in Section 1, by tremies, in order to seal the bot-
tom. After the lapse of several weeks, an at-
tempt was made to pump the water out of Sec-
tion 1, but it was found impossible to pump the
section dry, as the water rose through the con-
crete seal on the bottom. This layer of concrete
was, I understand, three or four feet thick. On
examination this concrete seal proved to have
little or no strength; specimens taken from the
bottom looked like good concrete, but would
shatter into bits under a light blow. During the
process of pumping out this section, at the time
of the lowest level of the water, (if I remember
correctly, the water had been lowered about 15
feet), the whole bottom of the section had risen
because of the upward pressure of the water be-
neath the concrete seal. The amount of upward
motion was different at different points of the
section, the maximum rise being about 15
inches. The bottom sank to its original posi-
tion when the water was again admitted to the
section.
It being evident that Section 1 could not be
pumped dry, a series of experiments was under-
taken by the engineers of the Navy Department
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with the intention of finding out how to improve
the concrete. The cause of the failure of the
concrete was not definitely determined, but a
mixture considerably richer in cement, and us-
ing a sand brought from Puget Sound in place
of the finely crushed Hawaiian basalt which had
been used in the first mixture, was decided upon
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the coral of the bottom, about five feet from
center to center, over the whole area. Con-
crete of the approved mixture was then deposit-
ed on the bottom around the heads of these
piles, by means of large tremies. This concrete
layer was, I understand, some six or seven feet
thick. The heads of the piles were notched to
This view was taken from a point on the crib -1/ ork in Section 3, and looks toward Section 1, or
the landward end of the dry-dock. The wreckage in the foreground is that of the crib-work an
sheet piling of Section 2. The timbers which look like rafts, at the left, center, and right of the;
foreground, are sections of the sheet piling which have been broken off at the lower end and fallen
into the excavation. The open water at the farther end of the excavation is on the location of Sec-
tion 1. Before the accident, sheet piling extended along both sides and the end of this space, and
the space was filled with crib-work. All of this has disappeared. The overturned dory at the right
side of the picture, about on the line between Sections 1 and 2, was in Section 3, at the rear of the
camera, before the accident, and must have been carried to the position shown by a wave, as it is en-
tirely uninjured.
as satisfactory, and the authorities at Washing-
ton permitted certain modifications of the me-
thods to be employed.
While the worthless concrete in Section I was
being removed, Section 2 was bulkheaded off
by sheet piling, and wooden piles were driven in
give the concrete a hold on them. While this
work was in progress, Section 3 was partly en-
closed by sheet piling and a cribwork was built
in it, similar to the cribs already built in Sec-
tions 1 and 2.
These cribs were framed structures corres-
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ponding to the framework of a five-story build-
ing of rather low stories, and were intended to
brace the sheet piling against the external wa-
ter pressure, when the several sections should
be pumped out. They were made of 12x12 in.
Douglas fir timbers. The method of construc-
tion was to lay out the horizontal members of
the bottom of the crib-work (previously -fram-
ed) on the quiet water of the enclosed section,
and to fasten them together into a raft. The
uprights for the first "story" were then put in
place, and the next horizontal frame-work built
on top of them, the crib being sunk by masses of
pig iron or other suitable material, so that its
top was at a convenient working level. When
completed, the crib rested on the piles in the
bottom of the excavation. Sections 1, 2 and 3
each contained such a crib.
In the early part of February, 1913, the
concrete in Section 2 being several months old,
the water was lowered in this section by pump-
ing. The pumping was carried on quite slow-
ly, and a close watch was kept for signs of float-
ing, as had occurred with Section 1. After
three or four days of pumping, the water was
lowered something over 30 feet, and by the
morning of February 17th, the crib-work in
the section had risen about an inch from its
original level. This circumstance was not view-
ed with alarm, since, as related before, the floor
of Section 1 had risen some fifteen inches with
the section partly pumped out, but had sunk
again when the pressure was again applied. The
pumping was continued until the water was low-
ered about 35 feet, and there was some seven
feet of water over the flat portion of the con-
crete seal. The concrete at the sides, which was
stepped up from the flat floor, was, I am told,
already out of water.
At about the middle of the afternoon, the
whole structure, consisting of concrete floor,
sheet-piling and crib-work, which was sur-
mounted by sundry derricks and machinery,
began to rise. Eye-witnesses differ somewhat
in their accounts of the details, probably be-
cause there were about a hundred workmen on
the crib in Section 2 at the time, and the safety
of these men was uppermost in the thoughts of
those present. Fortunately they all escaped
without injury. Some say that the wreck was
complete in two minutes and some say that four
minutes elapsed. The rate of motion was said
to be quite rapid, and the movement was accom-
panied by sounds of rending of timber which re-
sembled dynamite explosions. The structure
was lifted bodily to a height of six or eight feet,
and then collapsed into the mass of wreckage
shown in the accompanying photo. No definite
statements have been made as to what happened
to the concrete slab in the bottom, and whether
it rose entire from the piles and then broke, or
broke before rising or whether it broke at all,
will probably remain conjectural until the
wreckage is cleared sufficiently to allow divers
to descend to the bottom. The sheet piling
along the sides of Section 2 was apparently
lifted into the air and then broken off near the
bottom, falling into the space of the section.
The crib-work in Section 2 seems to have been
completely crushed, the timbers remaining visi-
ble being badly broken and splintered. The
sheet piling between Sections 1 and 2 almost
wholly disappeared beneath the water, and the
crib-work in Section 1 was completely sub-
merged, but what its present condition may be
cannot be told. The sheet-piling along the
sides and end of Section 1 fell in the general
catastrophe.
The crib-work in Section 3, which was near-
er the open water, was affected very little. Al-
though the sheet piling between Sections 2 and
3 gave way, and now stands leaning out at the
top, the crib-work in Section 3 apparently only
slipped off the piles on which it rested, and
settled a few feet. It should be mentioned that
Section 3 was open to the water of the harbor,
as its outer end had not been closed. Prob-
ably this was its salvation.
It would seem probable that the sequence of
events was about as follows: First, the struc-
ture of Section 2, consisting of concrete bottom
and sheet-piling sides, began to float, then the
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bottom broke, causing the crushing of the tim-
bering. As soon as the structure of Section 2
began to rise, water flowed under it from Sec-
tions 1 and 3. Section 3 was open to the har-
bor, and suffered only because of the sudden
current; Section 1 was enclosed on the sides
but had no tight bottom, and its water partly
emptying into Section 2 left it subject to an
unbalanced hydrostatic pressure from beneath,
which probably raised its crib-work somewhat.
The failure of the sheet piling between Sections
1 and 2, left the landward bulkhead of Section
1 unbraced. It is probable that the crib-work
in Section 1 then collapsed. The failure was
completed so suddenly that probably no one
present can give a hill account of the order of
events.
The Hawaiians are• prone to attribute the
failure to the action of the shark gods, some of
their ancient deities, for while the Hawaiian is
christianized, he sometimes remembers the old
gods, even yet. One of the shark godesses was
said to have had her abode at the very spot
where the dry-dock is under construction, and
naturally her displeasure would be aroused at
the disturbance of her peace.
The future of the dry dock plan is as yet un-
known. Investigations are in progress by the
Navy Department, and the reports will be re-
ferred to Washington. The recommendations
of the local naval engineers will undoubtedly
have great weight in determining the future
course of the work, and they are not expressing
any opinions for publication.
 000 
ROSE TECH CLUB OF TERRE HAUTE.
ON the evening of March the twenty-first atthe Heminway House, there was held the
Annual Peanut Feast of the Rose Tech Club and
the Senior Class. After a social hour, the
guests partook of the usual menu, consisting of
peanuts, sandwiches, lemonade and cigars, fol-
lowed by more peanuts.
After this, there were a number of informal
talks by members of the faculty, the club, the
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class, and the Board of Managers of the Insti-
tute. Especially enjoyable were those by Mr.
Crane, Mr. Ball and Dr. Mees. The principal
topic of the evening was base-ball, and consider-
able enthusiasm was stirred up in this branch
of athletics. Truly it may be said that in spring
contrary to the words of Lord Tennyson, a
young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
"Kill that umpire." The meeting broke up at
a late hour, the Senior's feeling that they had
taken one more long step toward becoming
Alumni.
-000
NATHAN A. BOWERS, '10.
A very pretty wedding took place on March
15th at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Ray
in Brooklyn, N. Y., when their daughter, Alice,
was married to Nathan A. Bowers, of San Fran-
cisco. The bride's sister, Edith Elizabeth Ray,
was maid-of-honor, and Alvin Gillett, of Albion,
Mich., was best man. The Rev. Paul M. Spen-
cer, grand chaplain of Sigma Nu Fraternity,
and a very close friend of the bridegroom, per-
formed the ceremony.
From New York the young couple went by
steamer to Florida and after a brief visit there
plan to spend several weeks in California before
proceeding to their new bungalow home in a
suburb of Vancouver, B. C. Mr. Bowers has
been associate Editor of "Engineering Record"
for two years and is now on special duty in the
north-west with Vancouver as headquarters.—
Brooklyn Eagle, March 16, 1913.
 000 
Mr. Edward H. Spalding, '05, was married
on the 8th of March to Miss Zelma Eldridge,
of Kansas City, Mo. Mr. and Mrs. Spalding
will reside in Chicago where Mr. Spalding holds
a responsible position with the Chicago Tele-
phone Co.
 oou 
The marriage to Henry W. Wischmeyer, '06,
to Miss Marcella Greve, took place March 19,
1913, at Cincinnati, Ohio.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
Henry L. Yingling, '12, was married to Miss
Maud Tressil in Terre Haute, March 20, '13.
Philip A. Newhart, '11, is now located in this
city.
Word has been received of the birth of a
child to Mr. and Mrs. Milford G. Welsh, of
Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Welsh graduated in
1911.
0. B. Heppner, '11, is now located in Dan-
ville, Ill., with the Chicago.. Si Eastern Illinois
Railroad Company.
THE WABASH BRIDGE.
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THROUGH an appropriation by the Stu-dent Council, Manager Buck, of the base
ball team, was able to engage a coach for this
season.
Buck's choice was R. K. (Bob) Wicker, an
ex-National Leaguer, formerly with the Chi-
cago Cubs, and from the way he has taken hold
of the squad and is whipping the team into
shape, the choice appears to be a good one.
Poor weather kept the squad indoors later
than usual, but from a dozen to eighteen eligi-
ble men have been showing up for the out-door
workouts every evening. At the time this is
written, the team is far from chosen, although
Nehf and Brown are almost sure to do the
pitching with Stoms behind the bat. Byers at
first and Larr at short appear to be fixtures,
with Lyon, Trimble and Kline fighting for the
other two infield berths. Sheldon, Shanks, Car-
ter and Hansen are the outfield candidates. The
faculty acted favorably on the petition for con
exams during April, and there is a very slim
chance that Zeke Templeton may . be eligible
when the season starts. If he is, he will do the
catching.
Altogether, prospects are fair, and if the old
blood on the team can hold the new men together
in good shape, Rose should have a good season.
The coach will no doubt help to keep the team
steady. What the fellows need now is batting
practice. College teams as a rule are weak with
the stick, but long on pitching, and infielding.
This year we have the pitchers, fielders and
more speed on the bases than usual, and we
hope for a hitting team.
As for the business end of the game, Manager
Buck announces that he has booked a couple of
games with Eastern Illinois, and is after two
more. He intends to issue season tickets at a
dollar a throw, good for all the home games.
Terre Haute Rose Tech Club take notice.
 000 
ITTLE work has been done by the track
squad, but Coach Stephenson will prob-
ably have a pretty good line on his men by the
time the Intramural meet is pulled off, April
19th.
Last year the Intramural Cup was won by
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the Mechanical team, composed of J. G. Moore,
Coltrin, Dutton, Wallner and Stevens. It re-
mains to be seen whether this combination,
gathered together from five different states,
can come through with the goods again.
Several new men are coming out, but you
can't tell what they can do from a few jogs
around the track or by watching them horse
around with the discus and hammer.
 000 
FIRSTPRACTICE GAME.
(April 5th, on Rose Field)
By bunching five hits in the second inning,
Tech won from the Miller High Life aggrega-
tion. Lyon's triple came with the bases satu-
rated, and he scored on Kline's infield scratch.
Score:
Miller High Life.
Kelley, s . 
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
2 0 0 0 2 1
Winthrow, lf 3 0 0 1 0 0
Smith, 3b 3 0 1 1 00
Dinkle, lb 3 1 1 7 0 0
Beddow, cf 2 0 0 0 0 0
Haverty, p 3 0 1 0 2 0
Faggley, c 3 0 0 8 1 0
'Owens, 2b 20 0 0 1 0
Deasee, rf 2 0 0 1 0 0
Total 231 318 6 1
Rose Tech. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Byers lb 3 0 0 7 0 1
Templeton, c 3 0 0 9 0 0
Larr, s 3 0 1 1 3 0
Brown, p 2 0 0 0 1 1
Nehf, p 1 0 0 0 1 0
Carter, lf 3 1 2 1 0 0
Shanks, cf 3 1 1 2 0 1
Sheldon, rf 3 1 1 0 0 0
Lyon, 2b 2 1 1 0 1 0
Trimble, 2b 1 0 0 1 1 0
Kline, 3b 2 0 1 0 2 0
Total 26 4 7 21 9 3
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Innings— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Miller High Life 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1
Rose Tech 0 4 0 0 0 0 *-4
Summary—Stolen Bases: Kelly, Shanks.
Sacrifice hits: Beddow. Three base hits: Lyon,
Dinkle. Hits off Brown, 2 in 4 innings; off
Nehf, 1 in 3 innings. Struck out: by Hegarty
8, by Brown 3, by Nehf 4. Base on balls: off
Brown 1. Umpire: Shadden.
000
r HE baseball schedule stands as printed in
last month's Technic with the addition
of Eastern Illinois Normal at Charleston on
April 19th, and here on Decoration Day.
The &Eta schedule:
April 26—Eastern Illinois at Charleston.
May 3—DePauw at Rose Field.
May 24—I. C. A. L. at Richmond.
000
The following letters have been awarded:
Basketball-
1912—Wente, Poggensee.
1912 and 1913—Gray, Crowe, Deming, He-
garty.
1913—Barret.
Reserve, 1912—Sheldon and Black; 1913, J.
Carter and Kline.
Track, 1912—
Gray, Deming, Stevens.
Football, 1912
Gray, S toms, Childs, Deming, Cox, Moore,
Hansen, Larr, J. Carter, W. Carter.
Baseball, 1912—
Lawler, Nehf, Byers, *Lyon, Fishback, Dem-
ing, Sheldon, Stoms, Stoltz.
Reserve—Hansen.
000
R. M. Smith, '15, has been elected assistant
track manager.
J. G. Moore has resigned as Track Captain,
and R. E. Templeton has been elected in his
place.
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A SUMMARY OF ROSE'S WORK IN BASE-
BALL, FOOT-BALL, AND BASKET-
BALL FROM THE FOUNDING OF THE
INSTITUTE UP TO THE PRESENT
TIME.
The accompanying tables show the records
of Rose Tech against every team she ever play-
ed (with the exceptions given below) and also
the yearly records of all teams, save track.
The exceptions referred to are independent
and high school teams. In the early days games
were regularly scheduled with teams now some-
what below the class of Rose. Probably twenty
years from now we will feel the same way about
Culver, for Culver is a semi-prep school, but
never-the-less turns out teams which can give
Rose a tussle. So it was with Tech against high
school teams as late as 1904. Games with
Manual and Shortridge of Indianapolis, Terre
Haute High School, and such organizations as
Company B, the Evansville Crescents, the Lo-
tus Club and the Vandalias are omitted, as well
as the practice games against the League club
representing Terre Haute, which were former-
ly annual occurences. And in passing it might
be mentioned that only once has a Rose team
defeated a Terre Haute team, which was in 1906
when Schmidt held the Tots to two hits and no
runs. Games played by second or freshmen
teams representing Rose are not included, al-
though the second football teams used to take
out-of-town trips and on one occasion won from
the regular Normal team. The result of all
these omitted games comes to about an even
break.
The following tie games are not listed in
these tables: Football-1897 with Indiana;
1900 with DePauw; 1902 with Wabash; 1905
with Washington U.; 1906 and 1907 with East-
ern Illinois, and 1908 with Butler. Baseball-
1912 with Eastern Illinois, 4 1-2 innings.
The records with the various teams show
some interesting things. Against Franklin,
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Butler, Hanover and Eastern Illinois, the En-
gineers' record is good, with Earlham it is
about a stand-off, against DePauw and Wa-
bash it is poor, and gets worse with Purdue,
Notre Dame and Indiana. Rose has never de-
feated a Notre Dame team, and has not won
from Purdue since 1894. Against DePauw
Rose has been exceptionally successful in bask-
etball, but has the short end in football, and has
made a sorry showing in baseball. The rest of
the organizations on the list are now met only
occasionally, and a few of them no longer put
teams in the field.
Yearly Records
Football
Rose
Won
Rose
Lost
Basketball
Rose
Won
Rose
Lost
Baseball
Rose
Won
Rose
Lost
88-89 
89-90  
90-91  
91-92 
 0
 3
 4
 2
3
2
0
4
92-93 0 1  
 3 3
93-94  1 0  
 4 2
94-95  3 2  
 0 2
95-96 0 1   0 4
96-97 1 1 1 2 2 2
97-98 2 2 2 0 2 4
98-99 2 2  1 3
99-00 3 3  1 4
00-01  1 4 3 1 2 5
01-02 0 6 2 3 2 5
02-03 1 5 3 5 5 3
03-04  4 3 5 7 6 4
04-05  4 3 8 4 8 7
05-06  8 1 9 3 6 2
06-07  1 4 8 6 7 4
07-08  1 3 7 5 7
08-09  3 4 7 5 7 5
09-10  4 4 7 6 5 8
10-11  4 4 5 6 10 5
11-12 3 5 7 6 4 7
12-13 2 6 5 7  
Total 48 64 79 69 89 95
RECORDS AGAINST VARIOUS COLLEGES
AGAINST
FOOTB
Rose
Won
LL
Rose
Lost
BASKETBALL
Rose
Won
Rose
Lost
BASEBALL
Rose
Won
Rose
Lost
Franklin 4 1 4 1 1 1
Earlham 5 7 6 6 0
Butler 6 2 3 1 7
DePauw 6 9 13 1 9 22
Hanover 2 0 6 1 2 1
Indiana 0 5 7 11 5 18
Purdue 0 4 0 10 3 9
Notre Dame 0 2 0 4 0 4
Wabash 3 7 4 18 13 19
Normal 2 0 19 0 25 8
Culver 1 2 1 2
Eastern Illinois 9 3 8
Millikin 3 5 0
Vanderbilt 0 7 -------
Washington U 0 6  0
Michigan Aggies 1
Moores Hill 3 0
Indiana Law School 0 1
Illinois 1 0
Crawfordsville Business College 4 0
Bradley Polytechnic 1 0 1
Kentucky State 0 1 0 1 1
Miami U. 1 0
Central University of Ky. 1 1
St. Viateurs 1
Danville Normal 1
Armour Institute of Technology 1
Illinois Wesleyan 1
University of Indianapolis 1
McKendree 1 0
Lincoln 0 1 ------
St. Marys 0 1
New Albany Y. M. C. A 
Terre Haute Y. M. C. A. 0 3 10 1 1
Louisville Y. M. C. A. 0 1 0
Evansville Y. M. C. A. 1 0
Paris Y. M. C. A 1 0
Louisville Athletic Club 1
Wabash Athletic Association 1
Indianapolis Law School 0 1
Total 48 64 79 69 89 95
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Referring to the second table we find that
baseball was the first branch of athletics taken
up. Rose was the undisputed champion of the
state in baseball for 1891, and this is the only
state championship ever won by Tech, outside
of Track.
Previous to 1892 and during the nineties in-
terest in inter-class football ran high, and there
Was much rivalry between the classes. Up to
1900 inter-hash-house football flourished and
great teams were put out under such names as
Barr's Barbarians and The Starving Cubans.
In 1896 the gym was completed and gym
classes were organized. This led to basketball,
but there was apparently a slump in 1899 and
1900, as the Technic reports no games.
The best years in baseball appear to be 1891,
1906 and 1911. In basketball the best records
were made in '05 and '06, while '05 was the
most successful season of football judging from
• games won and lost, although neither Wabash
or Purdue was met that year. Altogether,
1905-6 seems to be Rose's banner year.
A word should be said about track. In
1892-3-4-5 Rose led the state in track work and
the annual Field Days held here were great af-
fairs. Then there came a slump which lasted
until Paul Turk's time. He was the greatest
all-around track athlete Tech has had, and he
did his best work in '05 and '06. In 1906 he
went to the state meet at LaFayette alone and
took three firsts (all he was entered in) and
thereby landed Rose in third place.
The back Technics relate some amusing in-
cidents, chiefly concerning baseball. In 1890
the Indiana team was accused of "picking up a
barefooted tramp on the way to Terre Haute
to do their catching."
In 1891 Indiana was accused of stealing a
baseball from the Rose manager on account of
the excellent financial condition of the Rose
Athletic Association. Indiana came back by
saying that some of their men had examined the
ball and found it to be a specially manufactured
"dead" one, probably for use when Rose's op-
ponents were at bat. The Technic claimed that
it was a regulation Spalding ball, and that the
Indiana team had probably never seen one be-
fore.
In 1892 the manager and captain of the De-
Pauw team issued a challenge at the end of the
season to the Indiana team, the game to be
played either in Terre Haute or Indianapolis,
and the teams were to play for a side-bet of
$200.00 each, plus the total gate receipts. In-
diana answered by saying that it was shocked
by such an offer from a "university standing
for Christian culture" and five days later the
DePauw challenge was repudiated by the De-
Pauw A. A.
Rose has been mixed up in four forfeited
games, all of which are included in the records
given elsewhere.
In 1903, football, Rose forfeited to Frank-
lin at Franklin because of alleged interference
from Franklin sympathizers which the officials
failed to stop.
In 1905, football, Butler forfeited to Rose
at Indianapolis with score 6-6 and the ball on
Butler's 3-yard line, owing to a disagreement
with the official who was a Butler man.
In 1904, basketball, Rose forfeited to Terre
Haute Y. M. C. A. with Rose leading 14-5, be-
cause a Rose man was put out of the game for
rough work while his opponent remained.
In 1897, baseball, Normal forfeited to Rose
with the score 6-4 favoring Normal, in the
eighth inning. Rose had made four runs in the
last half of the eighth and at the start of the
ninth inning the captain of the Normal team
announced that he had to catch a train and
that the game would have to be called. This
the umps refused to do. Normal then left the
field.
Following are some of the high and low
water marks of Poly's scores:
—B as eb all-
1896—Rose 5, Purdue 25.
Rose 2, Wabash 24.
1899—Rose 0, DePauw 24.
1909—Rose 19, Butler 0.
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—Basketball-
1907—Rose 8, Wabash 55.
1909—Rose 31, Normal 2.
1912—Rose 55, Hanover 2.
—Football-
1901—Rose 0, Indiana 57.
1905—Rose 56, Franklin 0.
1907—Rose 10, Vanderbilt 65.
1909—Rose 75, Eastern Illinois 0.
1911—Rose 56, Franklin 3.
1912—Rose 0, Purdue 91.
000
ROSE NEEDS A TRACK TEAM.
THERE is probably no branch of collegeathletics that offers such a varied choice
of effort as Track Athletics. A man may have
ability or natural skill in some particular or he
may have none at all. The latter condition is
frequently preferred, as it is easier to teach a
willing candidate from the beginning than to
impart a little knowledge to one who already
"knows it all."
If a fellow has a knack for baseball or tennis
and is needed on those teams, he should go out
as a candidate and stay out until he gets on
the team if it takes four years.
Including cross country running, track work
can be kept up out of doors in Terre Haute
nearly all the year round. There is no limit to
the number of men who can take part. When
it comes to meets, no man's place is assured if
another fellow cares to challenge him and can
beat him out. When a question arises as to
choice of one of two men for a position, the one
who has done consistent training will be favored.
In order that a man may compete in the
events most suited to him, it is necessary that
he start practice soon enough to find out what
he ought to try. We want a well balanced team
and we want each man where he can do the best
work.
Track privileges are for the whole school and
enough men should avail themselves of them to
put out a team that shall really represent the
ability of the Institute. The trouble seems to
be that the students here do not take things se-
riously. This applies to school work as well
as to recreation. A man tries something once,
and if he does not like it or isn't a real wonder
the first try, he quits. Now it is no disgrace
to work steadily for two or three years for a
place on a team, and fail, but rather the op-
posite. A man who will stick that long can be
depended on.
Our need of a track team is not confined to
track work, but to school work as well. Any
incentive which will help a student do what he
ought to do is needed. And let me say here
that the blame for a poor team is not entirely
on the "athletes" who fail in their studies, but
on those spineless ones, who, by their drifting
are making it harder for the others to stem the
current. If a fellow does not pull up stream,
he will drift down, and it is hard enough to pull
without having to dodge wrecks. Let each fel-
low do his best all the time. 
—J.N.S.
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Mother, may I go out to thrift,
Ye‘, my litth tot,
But not with &ny one in pants--
And don't you turkey trot.
* * * *
THE PRESENT STYLE.
Mary had a little skirt
Tied tightly in a bow,
And everywhere that Mary went
She simply couldn't go.
* * * *
"Why don't you give him the mitten ?"
"It isn't the mitten that he needs, it's a pair
of socks; he's got cold feet." 
—Exchange.
* * *
WE SHOULD WORRY.
The cow is on the mantle;
The cat is in the lake;
The baby's in the garbage can;
But what difference does it make?
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NEVER MIND THE PUNCTUATION.
He was trying to kiss her.
Don't! Stop! cried she.
That's just the way girls are.
* * * *
"I'd like to be the cigarette
In some fair damsel's hand,
For every time she took a puff—
Um-m-m—you understand."
* * * *
----Ex.
Hubby—My last year's expense book re-
minds me of the play we saw last week.
Wife—Which one, "Ready Money ?"
Hubby—No, "Follies of 1912."
* * *
A fishy old fisher named Fisher
Fished fish from the edge of the fissure.
A cod, with a grin,
Pulled the fisherman in,
Now they're fishing the fissure for Fisher.
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A LEAF FROM A SENIOR'S EXPENSE
ACCOUNT.
March 21, 1913:
To one peanut feast, given ( ?) by the Rose
Tech Club of Terre Haute, an organization said
to be solvent, and lately ressurrected from the
paths of oblivion, expense items charged to my
account as follows:
One sack of peanuts, guaranteed to be of
the strictly fresh roasted variety $ .10
One ham sandwich (not eaten by Levi)
Hammel's Best  .10
One glass of lemonade, guaranteed by Dr.
White to contain not more than 2 per
per cent. of citric acid  .10
Two candles and candle sticks to match.... .10
One cigar (El Symphonie), no further
description needed  .05
MY SHARE IN THE BACK BILLS
OF THE ROSE TECH CLUB  .04
One job lot of speeches and good will  .01
Total $ .50
P. S.—Mac was. the only true sport in the
whole bunch!
P. S. No. 2—Never again!
(Signed) A. SENIOR, '13.
* * *
She (soulfully)—I wonder what becomes of
the stars in the daytime?
He (absently)—Well, I know a lot of them
that sleep 'till noon.
* * * *
Hath—That is, in twenty miles it would run
ten hours. Also Dr. White—There were slight
traces of acid in the arsenic.
* * * *
Brooks (in French)—This caused a great
outburst of silence.
* * * *
Lyons—Well, you find it so, you don't have
to cook the rock out of it.
* * * *
, Dodson (in French)—Of what insect is speak-
ing now?
"Motoring with women will never be a safe
sport, until man is endowed with three arms."
* * * *
"'Thou shalt not kill,' not even time,"
* * * *
"Even a picture of still life has moved folks
to admiration."
* * * *
To freemen labor is renown;
Who works gives blessings and commands;
Kings glory in the orb and crown—
Be ours the glory of our hands.—Schiller.
* * * *
"When a golf club gives a dance, is it a golf
ball?" No, Alonzo, "our grandmothers didn't
play golf, but they had tea caddies."
* * * *
"Does your fellow go to Rose Poly?"
"Uh huh!"
"What does he play out there?"
"He says he plays the mandolin."
* * *
Boarder (excitedly)—There's a rumor
afloat—"
Landlady—"Jenny, turn off the water in
room four."
Laundry, spare this shirt;
Make not a single tear!
Just remove the dirt,
But leave the buttons there.
This covered me last week;
I have one more to wear.
For this shirt's life I speak—
Please handle it with care.
'Twas my own clumsy hand
That sewed the buttons on;
Don't tear the collar band;
For then the shirt is gone.
I'll pay the price you ask,
The cash I'll promptly give—
Be gentle at this task,
And let the good shirt live.
(From Judge's Library.)
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Cheer up, gentle reader, the new route to
Heaven is the aeroplane.
* * * *
There's lots of food for thought in this maga-
zine story.
How's that?
It's a serial.
* *
"Captain, why are we sailing along with the
flags at half mast?"
"Out of respect for the Dead Sea, ma'am."
* * * *
Pat Millet came into the chemists examina-
tion room by mistake.
"There's the hoodoo," shouted Muncie.
* * * *
THE BALANCE ROOM BALLAD.
Dedicated to the Senior Mechanieal's Gas
Analysis Class.
I hies me to the balance room
And sits before my scales;
The balance room is crowded
With students and with tales.
I start to weigh, a lad begins;
"Now once, there was a 'Jane'"
I start to read, the tale is o'er,
The' balance jumps with shame.
My reading spoiled, I start again,
A "story" does likewise.
The weights object and roll away
Before my very eyes.
"I SHOULD WORRY," next appears
With all its variations;
The damage done up in that room
Would credit Carrie Nation!.
My report came back with "Please repeat";
I'm no hand at burying,
But whoso starts with, "I SHOULD—" well,
His family'll do the worrying.
—Armour Fulcrum.
THE EXPECTED LETTER.
I'm looking for a letter from a chum who bor-
rowed ten
And promised to return it "Sunday week."
I've written and re-written asking o'er and o'er
again
To send the X and stop my losing streak.
He hasn't yet "acknowledged" and I fear he
never will
Unless, perchance, a postal-card to say—
"I owe you still."
I'm waiting for a letter form the folks at home
sweet home.
I asked them send me fifty—p. d. q.
They told me I'd go busted when I started out
to roam—
But the letter—well—the letter's overdue.
And I fancy when I get it, 'twill contain a dol-
lar bill
And penned before the signature these words,
"We love you still!"
000
—Ex.
NEWS FROM OTHER COLLEGES.
On the ninth annual inspection trip of the
engineers of the University of Colorado some
of the most modern hydro-electric plants will
be visited. Among these are the Shoshone
plant and the Orchard Mesa irrigation plant
at Palisades.
The senior electricals at Michigan will visit
the Westinghouse plant at Pittsburgh and in-
spect the naval academy and war vessels at An-
napoli4. Three days will be spent at New
York inspecting the Hudson Tubes, the Inter-
urban Power Station and some of the Cunard
liners. Here the electricals will be joined by
the mechanicals and return via Philadelphia or
Boston to Niagara Falls and thence to Ann
Arbor.
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The staff of the Michigan Dailey held their
first annual dance recently with members of
their board of control as chaperons. A "skit"
was presented by the cubs during intermission
and the whole affair was a great success.
* * * *
The Eastern Michigan Edison Company has
installed a promotor in its Williams street of-
fice in Detroit.
Michigan and the Aggies are often in com-
munication by wireless.
* * *
The Prom was abolished at Michigan and
the reason made public was that the expense
was too great. The real reason, however, is be-
lieved to be a result of the Boston, Bear, Tur-
key Trot and Tango, which the Faculty could
not control.
* * * *
Carnegie Tech is to erect a twelve-story ad-
ministration building to be used for the ad-
ministrative offices and for club rooms for var-
ious activities, restaurant, club and recreation
rooms, and the student library. At the top
will be an observatory containing the eleven-
inch refracting telescope.
* * * *
Oberlin ranks second in the country in num-
ber of negro students in attendance.
* * * *
A tabulation of Harvard's freshman class
shows that 291 of its members came from pri-
vate schools, 287 graduated from public schools
and 20 were self-prepared. The percentage of
Princeton's entering class who graduated from
public high schools is only 23 1-2 per cent.
* * *
Statistics show that at Dartmouth, break-
fast costs but 10.82 cents at the "Commons,"
and but 12.30 cents at the more aristocratic
Grill. Dinners cost 22.42 cents at the "Com-
mons" and 26.92 at the Grill. Luncheon is the
expensive meal of the day, the boys paying
25.60 cents at the "Commons" and 27.67 at
the Grill.
The- "Junior Prom" at Wisconsin has re-
ceived a severe jolt recently since a bill was in-
troduced in the legislature abolishing all danc-
ing at class affairs. The average expense for
this annual function is approximately $100 per.
* * * *
After three days of fruitless efforts hi get
into communication with the flood stricken cities
in Ohio, success crowned the endeavors of the
wireless operator here yesterday -morning and
communication was re-established between the
local station and Ohio State University at Co-
lumbus, Bucyrus and Mt. Vernon; 0.—Michi-
gan Daily.
* * * *
Since 1881, the date of the founding of the
Indiana Oratorical Association, DePauw has
won eighteen state contests. All other Indiana
colleges combined have won only fifteen.—De
Pauw Dailey.
Oberlin was forced to suspend college exer-
cises because the floods disabled the heating
plant.
Plans for the new Oberlin Athletic Field have
now been completed and those who have the
work in charge hope to have the football field
in excellent condition for next fall.
* * * *
The students of Ohio State University are
planning a mammoth carnival to take place in
May. The proceeds will be used in fitting the
new woman's building.—Ohio State Lantern.
* * * *
0. S. U. students have been of very great
service in the flooded districts around Colum-
bus. The co-eds worked hard making sand-
wiches for the hungry sufferers.
* *
Ohio State University will give a pageant
next June showing the growth of the University
from its founding in 1878 to the present time.
Twenty-five hundred students are expected -to
participate.
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For twenty-five cents the purchaser of a
"Thistle"—the annual of Carnegie Tech—may
have his name in gold letters on the cover.
* * * *
The University of Cincinnati is endeavoring
to raise a $1,900,000 endowment fund. Con-
tribUtions are coming in, and it is believed that
the amount be raised without great diffi-
culty.
The University of Chicago has $1,000,000
worth of new buildings in the course of constru-
cticn. All of the new buildings are in the
Gothic style of architecture and are modeled af-
ter the buildings at Oxford University.
The girls at the University of Southern
California are planning to hold a track meet.
TORNADO DESTRUCTION
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THE PRACTICAL RAILWAY SPIRAL.
(By L. C. JORDAN, B. S., C. E.)
(D. VanNostrand Co., N. Y., price $1.50 net.)
THE above book for use in the handling ofRailway Spirals has been published re-
cently. .
The book is divided into five chapters and
are found in this order :—Superelevation ;
Curve Easement; Spiral Development; Curve
Revision and a set of tables.
In Chapter I superelevation is taken up and
worked out in accordance with the principles of
mechanics. Also the effect of flange clearance
on straight run-off's is explained. ,
Chapter II, on curve easement treats of.:the
methods of eliminating the shock due to iiip-
offs on straight tracks. The general require-
ments of such a curve .gre outlined, and t 
,
spiral is selected to 1011 these requirements4
In Chapter III, the methods of laying out It
spiral in the field is explained. Also in this
Chapter the derivation of the quantities to be
obtained is shown. Tables in this chapter add
to it's value and are gotten up in a very fine
manner. The way of finding spirals not tabu-
lated in these tables is explained.
Chapter IV—This chapter deals with the in-
troducing of spirals into alignment that has
been previously located with simple curves and
tangents, without altering the tangent and with-
out making serious changes in the position and
alignment of the curves. In this chapter is
found a group of formulas most commonly
used, and may be used for reference.
The tables at the end of this treatise enable
a spiral of many lengths to a simple curve of
different degrees to be taken direct. Also the
table of Logarithms of numbers (6 place),
Logarithmic sines, cosines, tangents and cotang-
ents, natural sines and Tangents, radii and
Logarithms of simple curves of different degree
of curvature, and a table of Tangents and ex-
ternals to a 1 degree curve.
In conclusion it can be said that this book
should appeal, to all ,ensineers in the field who
have any curve work to' do. —S.N.C.;13.
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A TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICS.
By H. E. HugsT-4iND R. T. LATTEY.
Published by D. ViiiiNostrand Co. Price,
complete in three volumes, $4.00).
T HE above text was originally issued in one
volume, but has been recently republish-
ed in its present form. The three volumes will
be treated separately here.
Volume I—Dynamics and Heat.
In the introduction to this work, various un-
derlying definitions that have to do with the
whole science of physics are given. Several
measuring and timing devices are also explained,
such as the vernier, and the different chrono-
meters.
Mechanics is treated rather briefly, but
thoroughly. This portion of the work is di-
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vided into two general heads—Kinetics and
Statics, including Hydrostatics. Numerous ex-
cellent diagrams and illustrations are used to
make the text clear. The problems are all
taken from University and Military examina-
tions, and after each is given the source, and
the year in which it was used. This makes
these examples practical, varied, and interest-
ing. A number of cuts of common types of ex-
perimental apparatus are given.
The subject of heat is treated about as in the
ordinary text, but the appendices in connection
with this part of the text are deserving of spe-
cial mention. The first of these is a clear, con-
cise explanation of the kinetic theory of gases,
and will serve as an excellent groundwork for
the student who desires further knowledge of
this branch of the subject, as well as give the
average reader a sufficient general knowledge
of this hypothesis for all practical purposes.
Another appendix gives a table for converting
from cne heat unit to another, which should
prove of inestimable value, considering the
great number of awkward transformations that
must be made by one who does any, considerable
amount of this kind of work.
Volume II—Sound and Light.
In the early part of this volume, the diagrams
of various forms of wave motion should prove
helpful to professor and student alike. In the
treatment of sound, a careful distinction is
drawn between ordinary sounds and musical
notes, and pictures of various forms of appara-
tus for producing the latter are given.
The subject of light is treated quite com-
prehensively, every branch of it—reflection, re-
fraction, photometry, etc., being carefully ex-
plained. Here, again, the diagrams are numer-
ous and excellent. In an appendix, several
fundamental important trigonometrical princi-
ples, to which the student may wish to refer,
are explained, and a condensed table of the tri-
gonometric functions is given. This should
prove a great convenience, as it makes the book
to a greater degree self-contained than the aver-
age text.
Volume III—Electricity and Magnetism.
Rather more than the average amount of
space is devoted to the above topics. Magne-
tism is explained fully, and several good maps
of the earths field are reproduced. In that por-
tion devoted to static electricity, much space is
given to electrostaic induction. The interac-
tion of magnet and current is fully explained,
a number of diagrams is shown, and several
practical thumb-and-finger rules are given. The
modern theory of electrolysis and primary cells
is treated fully. Various commcnly used elec-
trical instruments—as the telephone and tele-
graph—are described.
In general, I would say that the entire text
should prove popular with instructor, pupil, or
casual reader, because of the conciseness of its
presentation, the clearness of its illustrations
and diagrams, and the excellence and variety
of the examples and specimen examination pa-
pers given. 
—A.F.B.'13.
 000 
TESTS OF BRICK PIERS.
T
 WO brick piers were recently tested at the
Pittsburgh laboratory of the Bureau of
Standards, the results of which are of special
interest, since they have demonstrated that
large masses of brick masonry possess substan-
tially the same strength per square inch of
cross-sectional area, as piers of smaller sizes
on which information has heretofore rested.
While it is believed that the ultimate crush-
ing strength of brickwork is a function of vol-
ume, up to a certain limit, still it is considered
that piers 6 to 8 ft. volume are sufficient in size
to represent the strength of large masses.
Tests, however, of single brick or a few bricks
cemented together will show a much greater
compressive strength than that which is realized
in piers of ordinary size.
The manner of failure of brick piers when
loaded to destruction, explains why volume has
an influence on ultimate strength. Piers begin
to fail by the development of transverse frac-
tures of the individual bricks due to unequal
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yielding of the motar in which the pier is laid,
and to irregularity in the shape of the bricks.
On account of the irregularties of the bricks
themselves and to the fact that the mortar in
which the pier is laid is more compressive than
the bricks, transverse fracture is very likely to
occur, and thus eveness in the shape of the
brick adds greatly to the strength of the finish-
ed pier.
Since the bricks fail by transverse fractures it
would seem that if the bricks were laid on edge
were about 4 ft. square by 12 ft. high. They
were built in the testing machine, on account of
their great height, and of common; hard-burnt
wire cut, building brick. One pier was laid in
1 :1 cement motar and the other in 1 :3 lime mo-
tar. The first pier showed an ultimate crush-
ing strength of 2917 lbs. per sq. inch and the
second a strength of 757 lbs. per sq. inch.
These tests brought out the fact that the
crushing strength per sq. inch in the two large
piers was the same, providing the pier of near-
BIG FOUR BRIDGE
their strength could be increased and also by
not breaking the joints in -every course but in-
stead every third, they would act as a much
wider beam and thus the bending moment re-
quired to break them transversely would be in-
creased. All the conditions mentioned above in
this way either increase or decrease the strength
of a brick column, and thus judgement in the
selection and laying of the individual brick
should be used.
Referring to the two large piers tested they
ly 190 cu. ft. volume had a strength per sq. in.
of vertical cross-sectional area proportional to
the one of 6 to 8 Cu. ft. volume. Loads were
first put on the two piers when they had season-
ed for 16 days and the test being completed at
the end of four weeks and three days.
The manner of failure of these piers was the
same as that already observed in piers of small-
er sizes. Also the strength of the individual
brick being equal to 10,090 lbs. per sq. in. the
strength of the pier laid in cement motar was
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good for 29 per cent, per sq. in., of that per
sq. in. of a single brick, and the pier laid in mo-
tar 7 1-2 per cent.—Engineering Record.
—S.N.C.'13.
—000 
CHEMICAL THEORY AND CALCULA-
TIONS.
By WILSON AND NEILBRAIJ.
(D. VanNostrand Co., N. Y. $1.00.)
T
 HIS practical work would make a valuable
addition to the reference library of every
student of Chemistry. The elements of chemical
theory are presented in a concise manner dis-
tinct from descriptive chemistry. The prob-
lems given are of a practical nature, with the
methods of their solution fully discussed in
numerous examples. The general outline of
the book is:
I—The Metric System.
II—Density and Specific Gravity.
III—Thermometry.
IV—The Gas Laws.
V—Solubility of Gases in Liquids.
VI—The Atomic Theory.
VII—Formulae and Equations.
VIII—Calculations of Percentage Compositions
from its Formulae.
IX—Calculations of Empirical Formula from
Percentage Composition.
X—Equivalent or Combining Weights.
XI—Atomic Weights.
XII—Valency.
XIII—The Periodic Classification of the Ele-
ments.
XIV—The Law of Mass Action.
XV—The Determination of Vapour Densities.
XVI—Osmotic Pressure and Molecular Weight
Determinations.
XVIII—Dissociations of Gases.
XVIII—Electrolytic Dissociation.
XIX—Diffusion of Gases.
XX—Quantitative Analysis.
XXI—Thermo Chemistry.
The book can well be recommended to all
scientific students and engineers who desire to
have the fundamental theories of chemistry in
a concise form. 
—W.T.R.
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the highest authorities on all phases of
current engineering progress.
Additional and exclusive features are:
a Review and Topical Index to the cur-
‘ 
en-
gineering and industrial journals; Cur-
rent Record of New Technical Books;
1Industrial News; Latest Improved 
1 
Ma-
chinery and new Trade Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference
book for every engineer or student of
engineering. 
I
Ask for sample copy and descriptive
circular.
We ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140-142 Nassau St. NEW YORK
,
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP 17S.
THE ROSE TECHNIC
-ADVERTISEMENTS
Herz's Bulletin
THE HERZ TEA ROOM is prepared to takecare of banquets or parties of any number of
people at any hour of the day.
We should be pleased to submit menus and
prices at any time. Tables for regular meals
may be reserved by phone.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
